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In partnership with the Policy Center for the New South (PCNS), the Atlantic Council is proud to present the joint report Russia’s Influence in Africa: A Security Perspective on the first anniversary of the war in Ukraine.

Africa emerged as a major player in this conflict on March 3, 2022, when seventeen African states abstained from voting on the United Nations General Assembly resolution condemning the Russian invasion of Ukraine. The number of abstaining countries was surprising, as well as which specific nations abstained; some, like Morocco and Senegal, are known for their proximity to the Western camp. Moreover, unambiguous statements that accompanied nations’ votes made their intentions patent. Some invoked the hypocrisy of the Western world, quick to save Ukraine while ignoring wars in Africa. Other nations expressed grievances regarding the treatment of African students at the Polish border in the early days of the conflict. Others still wished to preserve the Russia that fought on their side during wars of independence and fought the racist regime of apartheid in South Africa. Finally, some nations wished to remain non-aligned with either of the belligerents, so as not to threaten commercial relationships, or simply remain neutral towards a war that did not concern them.

Despite these intentions, Africa was quickly roped into the conflict. On June 3rd, Russian President Vladimir Putin met with Senegalese President Macky Sall, in his capacity as current Chair of the African Union (AU), to discuss blocked grain shipments that threatened to worsen food insecurity in Africa. Their meeting in Sidi, which was published internationally, was partly a response to the energy crisis and Europe’s supply chain issues that are changing the African continent. The meeting is significant because it marks the first time since our collaboration that African leaders met with either of the belligerents, and as such, it is a turning point for the continent.

The beginning of 2023 ushered in an elaborate diplomatic dance that included visits by Russian Foreign Minister Qin Gang, China’s new Minister of Foreign Affairs, to five countries including Ethiopia and Egypt. Following Mauritania, Qin Gang, China’s new Minister of Foreign Affairs, visited five countries including Ethiopia and Egypt. Following the meeting in Sochi was the joint visit by Russian Foreign Minister Qin Gang and US Secretary of State Austin and the presidential couple then did the same. With the upcoming Russia-Africa Summit in St. Petersburg and the BRICS Summit in Durban, hosted by South Africa, in summer 2023, the United States is determined to flex the resources at its disposal to plead its case. At the US-Africa Summit in December 2022, the country pledged to invest $50 billion in Africa over the next three years, to reform the Bretton Woods institutions, and to help improve Africa’s representation within the G20 and the United Nations Security Council. This summit - the first of its kind in eight years - followed the China-Africa summit held in Dakar in November 2021, the European Union-African Union meeting in Brussels in February 2022, the 17th CII-EXIM Bank Conclave on the India-Africa Growth Partnership in July 2022, and the Tokyo International Conference on African Development (TICAD) in August 2022. The United States, which had seemingly withdrawn from Africa under President Donald Trump’s isolationist “America First” policy and had then given priority to the Indo-Pacific region and to Ukraine under President Joe Biden, had no choice but to re-engage. The nation is no longer merely concerned with managing emergency crises, but also seeking new strategic alliances. After a year of war in Ukraine, Africa has emerged as the epicenter of a new geopolitical order with two competing multinational systems pitched against one another.

The Africa that the United States is seeking to re-engage with has changed significantly. It is important to shift the paradigm and adapt a more creative approach to foreign policy. For a long time, a strategic approach to foreign policy that dates from the Cold War has dominated. This began when the West sought to contain communist advance in the continent, and persisted in the anti-terrorist struggle against Al Qaeda and the Islamic State organization. The deal was simple: the West would favor and trade with countries that supported Western priorities. This made it impossible for African states to remain neutral. Worse still, concerns for democracy and African economic emergencies were never a priority; we even saw autocratic regimes receive quiet support on the grounds that they were anti-communist or aiding the fight against terrorism. This simplistic approach has done much to weaken the position of the West in Africa. It continues to influence African perceptions, by giving credence to Russian disinformation campaigns. Today, double talk and double standards are tolerated less and less and encounter increased scrutiny from young Africans who are quick to mobilize through social media. There is nothing more devastating to the West than to turn a blind eye to certain autocracies while vilifying others, or to legitimately oppose Russian aggression in Ukraine while largely ignoring the tragic situation in the Great Lakes for the past thirty years.

It is important to re-engage with an approach that foregrounds the needs of African populations and orients the actions of development agencies towards development, while adopting a cooperative approach that respects the decision-making autonomy of African states. This is especially important because development impacts security, and its failures can tip impoverished populations into war. A myriad of issues, including the decisive role of women, youth employment, the pacification of community relations, local governance, global warming, and the opening of schools, must be addressed. It is imperative to provide effective solutions to these issues which, if left unresolved, will continue to drive African populations into the arms of dark forces. The situation in the Sahel offers a striking illustration. After fighting a futile war against the terrorist threat for 10 years, French and European troops in Burkina, Tabarka, and Sabre have been asked to pack their bags by the new rulers of Bamako and Ouagadougou, who rose to power following three military coups. The MINUSMA (United Nations Multidimensional Integrated Stabilization Mission in Mali) has been minimally renewed and stands precarious. Popular protests of Western, and particularly French, interference have erupted throughout the region. Some protesters have been seen brandishing Russian flags and, more menacingly, there have been sightings of Wagner militia troops. Though estranged in Europe for its war against Ukraine, Russia seems far more welcome on the African continent.

How deep are the roots of Russian influence in Africa? Thirty years after the end of the Cold War, what is Vladimir Putin’s ambition in a region where he has signaled great interest? How can the West respond to this strategy of influence and sway young African opinions that seek a path to sovereignty for their continent? Is it possible for former European powers to overcome the mistrust that endures from the colonial period? What will cooperation with the United States entail? Historically, the United States has successfully convinced several parts of the world of the strength of its model. Will it succeed in reaching African hearts and minds today?

The authors of this report, Sarah Daly and Abdelkhalil Bassou, are fellows at the Atlantic Council and Policy Center for the New South and analyze Russia’s role in Africa from a security perspective. Beginning from a historical understanding of Russian relations since the fifteenth century, they analyze the evolution and current dynamics of the nation’s influence. With consideration for the security tools deployed by Russia on the continent (including training, technology transfers, defense agreements, militias, etc.), they examine the sustainability of Russian strategy in light of the uncertain war in Ukraine and African expectations. This report, published in both English and French for the first time since our collaboration began, is a valuable resource to understand the critical changes underway for the continent and their impact on the rest of the world.

Amb. Rama Yade
Senior Director
Africa Center

Karin El Aynaoui
Executive President
Policy Center for the New South
Introduction

Russia's invasion of Ukraine in early 2022 intensified the international community's attention to the Kremlin's political and security aims worldwide, particularly in Africa, where Russia continues to strengthen its footprint. Under President Vladimir Putin's leadership, Russia has made a concerted effort to reinvigorate historical bilateral relations, forge new ties, and expand and improve existing ties with African partners. From a strategic point of view Russia's overall aims in Africa are to:

- Reassert itself as a global power in direct challenge to US hegemony and NATO through the projection of power and influence abroad;
- Solicit and exercise mutual diplomatic and political support from and with African nations in multilateral and international bodies, notably the United Nations; and
- Increase trade and facilitate Russian investment and commercial activities, particularly in extractive and military industries.

Russia's security strategy is tightly intertwined with each of these aims and includes formal bilateral agreements as well as the deployment of state-linked, nominally private security forces. In practice, however, Russia acts outside of public and formal agreements—and has become not just a partner, but also a player in African security matters over the last decade. The war in Ukraine is likely to affect Russia's security strategy on the continent, but so far has not prevented Russia from building, maintaining, and calling upon strategic ties in Africa.

Reasserting Russia as a Global Power

To build clout and credibility on the global stage, Russia has expanded and deepened ties with African nations through increased diplomatic engagement and sought to undercut and replace Western influence. In October 2019, Russia hosted in Sochi the first ever Russia-Africa Summit, which was attended by representatives from at least forty-five African countries, including more than forty heads of state. The summit resulted in a number of agreements on trade, education, aid, engineering and development projects, and military cooperation. In a signal that Russia continues to prioritize Africa and plans to increase its commitments to and on the continent, a second summit is scheduled for summer 2023 in Saint Petersburg. In the last five years, Russia also has increased the frequency of high-level bilateral visits to and from Africa. In 2017, Putin traveled to Egypt and discussed cooperation across a number of sectors, including intelligence sharing and the military, as well as the crises in Syria and Libya. The following year, he attended a summit of the BRICS emerging-economies group (i.e., Brazil, Russia, India, China, South Africa) in Johannesburg. In 2018, Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov took three trips to Africa, visiting Angola, Namibia, Mozambique, Zimbabwe, Rwanda, and Ethiopia. Since 2018, at least fifteen African leaders have attended bilateral meetings in Moscow.

In July 2022, Lavrov returned to the continent, traveling to Egypt, Ethiopia, the Republic of the Congo, South Africa, and Uganda to solicit support against imposition of sanctions on Russia. During his trip, Lavrov faced criticism for food insecurity triggered by the invasion of Ukraine, which disrupted production of grain in the region. Russian blockades further prevented their export to Africa, exacerbating risks of famine, raising food prices, and stoking social unrest across North and East Africa. The foreign minister deflected blame for food costs and shortages onto Western nations. Anti-Western talking points are a staple of Russian propaganda in Africa, which contrasts colonial oppression and contemporary Western interventions with its own nominal respect for “sovereignty and territorial integrity and the right to self-determination without outside interference.”1 Russia’s attempts to disrupt Western influence with arms deliveries and the arrival of military “trainers”2 in 2021, Mali’s transitional government signed an agreement with the private military company (PMC) Wagner to provide “training, close protection, and counterterrorism operations.”3 In December of that year, Wagner deployed about 1,000 troops to Mali to assist in counterterror operations. France announced its drawdown from Operation Barkhane in August 2022. Smaller in both size and experience than the French detachment, the Wagner deployment is unlikely to rout the violent Islamist extremists who have plagued the country for a decade. In fact, the group already faces scrutiny for killing hundreds of civilians in Mali, which has the potential to worsen rather than alleviate the problem of violent extremism.4 Nevertheless, Russia has succeeded in wooing Mali’s leadership, and is making inroads in Burkina Faso and other neighboring countries. The Mali example demonstrates how Russia blends push for soft and hard power in so-called hybrid operations. While this level of engagement between Russia and Africa represents a significant increase relative to the level of ten years ago, Russian activity in Africa is nothing new. The Kremlin’s strategy toward the continent revitalizes and

---


---

How Moscow Pursues These Goals


---
expands upon relationships established during the Cold War, when the Soviet Union contributed first to liberation struggles and then supported political and socioeconomic development projects following the transition to independent African states. Mal outlined. While Russian-African relationships receded significantly following the fall of the USSR, many African leaders (both political and social) maintain personal or political ties with Russia. Russian and African leaders alike capitalize on their shared history, referencing cultural ties in bilateral calls and meetings.

Moscow’s soft power push represents a significant portion of its engagement in Africa, but Russia is also keen to project hard power beyond the “near abroad” of the former Soviet bloc, the Balkans, and the Arctic. To this end, Russia has pursued security engagements in the Middle East and North Africa as a means of gaining mobility and exerting pressure along NATO’s southern flank. Because of its strategic importance along strategic maritime corridors, reports have cited Russian interest in base agreements in Egypt, the Central African Republic, Eritrea, Madagascar, Mozambique, and Sudan. Since 2018, Russia has sought permission to establish a naval logistics center in Port Sudan on the Red Sea. Demonstrating this through several regime changes in Sudan, the two countries have been unable to finalize the deal, and it remains in limbo.5 China, France, and the United States maintain bases in nearby Djibouti.

To date, Russia has no permanent bases in Africa. That said, Russia and its private military companies (PMCs) have requested permission to build bases from Egyptian leaders since 2017, although both Russia and Egypt deny this.6 Since 2021, Russia has controlled and operated four bases within Sudan, and has reportedly used at least one of those bases to transport material to Mali. Russia has also discussed and negotiated a deal to provide Russian military assistance to Sudan and the Central African Republic (CAR).7

Soliciting and Exercising Mutual Diplomatic and Political Support in the UN

In addition to direct challenges to US and NATO influence, Russia aims to realign power in the UN. Mutual support in the UN is a key pillar of Russian relations in Africa. Given Russia’s permanent seat on the Security Council, and Africa’s three rotating seats, cooperation through UN peacekeeping and voting has boundless potential for mutual benefit. Fear of the busy schedules of UN peacekeeping missions since the dissolution of the Soviet Union (as the USSR had voted in opposition to UN peacekeeping interventions). In the 1990s and 2000s, it contributed hundreds of troops to the UN missions in Sierra Leone, Sudan, Darfur, CAR, Chad, and South Sudan. Since 2010, Russian troop contributions have dwindled; today, most Russian participants are experts, observers, and police, who rarely number more than a dozen in any location. But staff officers have continued to demonstrate their interests in the African continent and, since 2020, CAR.8 In CAR, the collaboration of the UN’s Multidimensional Integrated Stabilization Mission in the Central African Republic (MINUSCA) with Russian PMCs has become a concern. In some respects, it appears that Russia has shifted from contributing troops to UN missions to feeding a for-profit PMC industry. In regions where Russia’s contributions to UN missions are low in number, its permanent seat on the Security Council helps Moscow wield power related to the approval and conduct of peacekeeping operations. Given that 50 percent of UN missions deploy to Africa, Russia’s diplomatic stake may be even more relevant to its aims than its physical contributions.

For example, in 2019 President Putin talked to President Ahmed Boubacar Keita of Mali in preparation for the UN General Assembly. The following year, Russia (alongsde China) delivered UN calls for the cassation of hostilities in the Tigray region of Ethiopia and prevented timely UN proclama
tions on famine conditions and demands for the delivery of humanitarian aid. Although the Russian foreign ministry had urged a cease-fire in the region, state media outlet TASS reported in August 2022 that Ethiopian officials were satisfied that “Russia understands very well that the conflict in Tigray will require multiple military back-up from the Ethiopian government without any external interference.”

President Félix Tshisekedi of the Democratic Republic of the Congo has similarly thanked Putin for his efforts at the UN, saying: “Every time the Security Council reviews issues on its agenda, Russia invariably supports our country’s official position.”

Now that Russia is on the receiving end of UN threats and sanctions, it must rely on diplomatic support from African nations, which comprise the largest regional voting bloc in the UN. When Russia voted in opposition to UN resolutions condemning Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, seventeen African nations abstained from the vote, with one (Eritrea) voting against. The seventeen abstentions came from countries with personal and historical ties to Russia; nine of these friends.9 Ethiopia and Guinea, along with six other African countries, did not vote. The breakdown of countries by vote showed that democratic and West-aligned nations tended to vote for the resolution, except those with historic “close military and ideological ties” to Russia, while authoritarian and hybrid regimes tended to abstain, except those closely linked to or dependent on the West for security assistance.10


That said, the votes on the 2022 invasion of Ukraine are not dissimilar to previous votes by the fifty-four African mem
ers on UN resolutions condemning Russia’s annexation of the Crimea. While some countries consistently vote with Russia, such as Zimbabwe and Sudan, the composition of groups is neither reliably stable nor wholly fluid. A 2021 study on voting patterns of the three African seats on the UN Security Council found insufficient evidence of alignment or nonalignment with Russia on security matters.11 Subsequent votes related to Russia’s war in Ukraine have drawn similarly mixed results (as shown by vote or abstention), denot
ing that Russia’s efforts to cultivate loyal allies in the UN have not been an unmitigated success—even if Russia claims it is. Lavrov has congratulated and thanked “African friends” who did not back sanctions against Russia, tweeting that the move signaled independence from the “neocolonialist course of the West.”

---

---
Increasing Trade, Investment, and Commercial Activities

A key aim of Russia’s engagement across the African continent is to bolster economic and commercial cooperation. This takes the form of increased trade, cooperation on energy, and contracts to prospect for and extract natural resources (including precious metals, minerals, and hydrocarbons)—and often involve enterprises fully or partially owned by the Russian state. Trade has historically served as a primary point of entry for Russia in Africa. In the mid-2000s, Russia began revitilizing Soviet-era relationships by focusing on economic ties in northern Africa and with South Africa, which joined the BRICS group in 2008. Today, Russia has four trade missions in Africa—in Morocco, Algeria, Egypt, and South Africa—and these four countries are Russia’s largest trade partners on the continent and some of its largest security partners as well.

Russia has considerably expanded trade in Africa in the past decade. Trade volumes between Russia and Africa have doubled since 2015, and now total around $20 billion per year.15 While African countries export raw goods, minerals, and agricultural products to Russia, they import foodstuffs, fertilizers, metals, petroleum, finished goods, and defense material. In the near term, because of sanctions related to the war in Ukraine, Russia may become more reliant on African partners to supply goods that it previously imported from the EU. Russia has also undertaken and bankrolled projects aimed at further increasing trade and facilitating economic cooperation in Africa, such as the $7 billion Russian industrial zone near Port Said along the Suez Canal. Russia has pursued energy development projects, negotiating agreements on nuclear energy between state corporation Rosatom and at least sixteen countries in Africa.

Similarly, Russian oil and gas companies Gazprom, Rosneft, and Lukoil have made inroads across the continent for exploitation. Energy companies Gazprom, Rosneft, and Lukoil have made inroads across the continent for exploitation. While African countries export raw goods, minerals, and agricultural products to Russia, they import foodstuffs, fertilizers, metals, petroleum, finished goods, and defense material. In the near term, because of sanctions related to the war in Ukraine, Russia may become more reliant on African partners to supply goods that it previously imported from the EU. Russia has also undertaken and bankrolled projects aimed at further increasing trade and facilitating economic cooperation in Africa, such as the $7 billion Russian industrial zone near Port Said along the Suez Canal. Russia has pursued energy development projects, negotiating agreements on nuclear energy between state corporation Rosatom and at least sixteen countries in Africa.

Russian oil and gas companies Gazprom, Rosneft, and Lukoil have made inroads across the continent for exploitation. Similarly, Russian oil and gas companies Gazprom, Rosneft, and Lukoil have made inroads across the continent for exploitation.

In some circumstances, Russia offers low-cost security services to countries in exchange for lucrative contracts in energy or extractive industries. These services are typically rendered by a dense network of nominally private military and security companies and commercial entities that operate parallel to official Russian military and intelligence organizations—and are owned by close associates of Putin.16 Russian PMCs have been active in as many as nineteen countries across Africa, rendering a wide array of services ranging from training and advising local security forces to propagandizing and electoneering. These deployments often coincide with concessions to Russian companies for precious mineral extraction, hydrocarbon exploration and extraction, and the sale of Russian arms and weapons—although the latter are often laundered through sales to commercial entities. The opacity of these transactions reflects the Soviet military doctrine of maskirovka, which entails the use of “camouflage, denial, deceit, misdirection, and operational dexterity,” and make them difficult to dissantegrate or analyze, according to a US white paper.17 The interlinkages between paramilitary and commercial entities allow Moscow to execute hybrid operations across sectors in foreign countries with less scrutiny than conventional trade or military cooperation agreements.

For example, PMC Wagner’s deployment to Mozambique to support counterterror operations in Cabo Delgado in 2019 coincided with an energy deal for Russian energy firm Rosneft, as well as debt forgiveness, port access for Russia’s navy, and political strategy and influence campaigns ahead of President Filipe Nyusi’s reelection in 2019.18 The cross-pollination of contracts positions Russia to financially and politically profit from insecurity in Africa, but has had devastat-

---

16 Examples include Algeria, Cameroon, Côte d’Ivoire, Egypt, Ghana, Libya, Mozambique, Nigeria, Republic of the Congo, and South Africa.

---

and have been instrumental in a challenge by Khalifa Haftar, military chief of eastern Libya, to the UN-backed government in Libya; however, their counterterrorism operations fell woefully short in Mozambique and face significant challenges in Mali. Despite the pecuniary of Russia’s position in the global community due to the war in Ukraine, and its poor and problematic performance in kinetic operations on the continent, it shows no signs of slowing its push to project power through PMCs and corporate proxies in Africa.
How Russia Pursues Hard Power Aims in Africa

While Russia integrates defense and security into its foreign policy aims in Africa, it seeks to achieve its hard power goals through a variety of formal defense and security engagements in Africa, including military-technical cooperation agreements, arms and weapons sales, training and education, and selling PMC services to conflict-ridden countries. Each of these lines of effort reinforce Russia’s non-security aims and provide opportunities for African nations to diversify their security partnerships to meet growing threats of insecurity across the continent. Official Russian foreign policy describes its goals for security assistance to Africa as diplomatic to facilitate mediation and resolution, and to reach formal agreements for security training and advising. Nevertheless, in practice, Russia’s use of proxy forces in African conflicts belies its stated commitments to non-interference and diplomacy. Through both its official and private security assistance in Africa, Russia protects its clientelist relationships, commercial interests, and allows African leaders to circumvent sanctions and external pressures.

Military-Technical Cooperation Agreements

Over the last decade, bilateral agreements between African states and Russia have increasingly integrated stipulations for security and defense. This includes military-technical cooperation agreements, which establish the mechanisms for arms and material transfers, as well as training and education—all of which benefit Moscow politically. In Sochi, Putin signed a military cooperation agreement with Russia. The United States cut military aid to Cameroon in 2019 on account of human rights abuses committed in Cameroon’s counterterrorism operations and crackdowns on antigovernment separatists. Russia also signed a military-technical cooperation agreement with Ethiopia following a May 2021 announcement that the United States would restrict security assistance to Ethiopia and Eritrea in light of the conflict in Tigray. In most cases, however, Russian military-technical cooperation supplements African nations’ existing agreements with other partners. For example, Nigeria, a significant security partner for the West, signed a high-profile agreement with Russia in August 2021.

Arms and Weapons Transfers

Russian arms sales and transfers comprise a significant portion of military-technical cooperation agreements with African states, and offer mutual benefits. Africa can import needed equipment and arms (often at a competitive price), while Russia bolsters its defense industry base and cements goodwill with partner nations. According to data from the Stockholm International Peace Research Institute (SIPRI), since 2010, Russia has become a leading arms exporter to Africa and has sold equipment to at least twenty-four African countries. African states are big clients for Russia’s defense contractors: its third- and fourth-largest clients globally are Egypt and Algeria. From 2017 to 2021, Russia accounted for 44 percent of major arms exports to Africa, but only 24 percent of arms exports globally.

Pursuing Security Interests

Russia has also fostered bilateral military cooperation with African countries through professional military education and security force training. This takes the form of exercises and officer training in Russia, as well as in-country training of military personnel. Despite the war in Ukraine, Russia’s external facing military training and exercises have continued. The eighth International Army Games, an annual military exhibition and exercise hosted by Russia, took place in August 2022. Since its inaugural event in 2015, eight nations have participated in the games—all of which benefit Moscow politically. In the Sochi summit, Russia’s state-owned defense manufacturer reportedly signed contracts valued at $17 billion in Africa. Russia is establishing a foothold in the market for security material for clients in conflict-affected regions. In Africa, its three-largest buyers, Egypt, Angola, and Algeria, have maintained strong ties with Moscow since the Soviet era. The next three-largest buyers, Nigeria, Ethiopia, and Mali, are all engaged in intensive conflicts. SIPRI notes that each of these countries “received no more than 49 percent of their military equipment purchases from Russia.” Meanwhile, Russia’s PMCs have deployed to train security forces in Africa. Replacing or augmenting conventional forces with private entities for this training allows Moscow to avoid responding to UN sanctions and human rights concerns.

Training and Education

Russia has also provided training services to African security forces. Replacing or augmenting conventional forces with private entities for this training allows Moscow to avoid responding to UN sanctions and human rights concerns. Training and education agreements with Russia include military-technical cooperation agreements, arms and weapons sales, training and education, and selling PMC services to conflict-ridden countries. Each of these lines of effort reinforce Russia’s non-security aims and provide opportunities for African leaders to circumvent sanctions and external pressures.

RUSSIA’S IMPACT IN AFRICA, A SECURITY PERSPECTIVE

20 “Foreign Policy Concept of the Russian Federation,” Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Central African Republic. CAR has been embroiled in civil war since 2013, and hosts a UN peacekeeping mission. Russia first sent equipment and personnel to CAR in 2017, following stalled arms negotiations with France. The Kremlin’s official position is that a small group of Russian military advisers are present in CAR with UN approval to train and advise with the support of several hundred contractors. Nevertheless, their role in CAR swiftly expanded beyond security force training. Russian “advisers” have worked closely with MINUSCA peacekeepers, Rwandan troops, and the Central African Army to combat rebel groups, drawing concern from the UN over the nature and extent of their involvement. A former Russian intelligence professional, Valery Zakharov, manages Wagner’s CAR subsidiary and acted as a national security adviser to President Faustin-Archange Touadéra. Zakharov has spearheaded peace negotiations with rebel groups and owns a large mining company in CAR. In December 2020, following a renewed outbreak of conflict, Russia sent an additional three hundred military instructors to the Central African Republic, and while a CAR representative said they received soldiers and weapons, Russia denied that the forces were military. Today, advisers from PMCs are maneuvering to erode democratic institutions by removing executive branch term limits in CAR.

Moscow has professed at the arms sales, political influence, and mineral exploration that result from security-force training contracts secured by private Russian military groups. Leaders in CAR and Sudan have benefited from the range of services offered by or through links to such enterprises, but the cost to civilians and democracy has been high. In both CAR and Sudan, Russian PMCs have engaged in kidnapping, murder, and intimidation under the banner of counterinsurgency, but often in service of silencing political dissent or protecting sites related to their own commercial interests. The Armed Conflict Location & Event Data Project (ACLED) reported in 2022, for instance, that 52 percent of the Wagner Group’s targets in the Central African Republic were civilians—a higher percentage than rebel groups (42 percent) and government forces (7 percent). The ACLED data also showed that Wagner forces were more likely to target civilians when operating separately from the army than when working together. The murky composition and leadership of these PMCs, in addition to Russia’s ability to vote against proposed UN investigations, makes it difficult to hold individuals and organizations, to say nothing of the Russian government, responsible for atrocities.

**Combat Support**

Russian private military companies have sold services to client states facing ongoing conflicts and requiring combat support while also wanting to avoid the oversight that comes with multilateral interventions. While in CAR, training and advising gave way to (or cover for) kinetic operations; in other cases, these Russian PMCs have been contracted specifically to intervene in violent conflict, notably in Libya, Mozambique, and Mali. Russia has touted its counterterrorism success in Syria to African clients, but PMCs have had little to no success in kinetic operations on the continent.

Under the aegis of Wagner, as many as 1,000 Russian fighters have fought with General Haftar’s forces against the UN-backed government in Libya since 2019. Despite evidence of Russian military planes traversing to and from Libya, as well as of financing and supplementing Haftar’s forces as early as 2014, the Kremlin maintains it has no role in Wagner’s activities in Libya. The PMC played a pivotal role in the Libyan National Army’s advance on Tripoli in 2019, before a sudden retreat in May 2020 to Russian-controlled bases in the east. During their retreat, Wagner forces laid land mines in civilian areas, drawing the ire of the international community and triggering an investigation into this and other war crimes. Around August 2019, the Wagner Group secured a separate contract to support counterterrorism operations in northern Mozambique, and subsequently sent between 150 and 200 men to fight alongside the Armed Forces of Mozambique in Cabo Delgado province. While a Russian Air Force transport delivered helicopters and equipment to Nacala, the Russian government emphatically denied that its military was involved in combat, and was only offering “consultation” per 2015 and 2018 military-technical cooperation agreements. The deployment lasted only two months; Wagner forces suffered losses, had difficulty maneuvering the bush terrain, and struggled to work across language and cultural barriers with Mozambican partners. While a Russian military hardware delivered to Mozambique, forces of Mozambique in Cabo Delgado province. Russian PMCs subsequently secured contracts to combat violent extremists in Mali. Given its dubious operational record and reputation for collateral damage, Wagner’s advance to new regions and conflict zones has generated significant concern across the international community, including at the UN and in the United States. But even though Russian private military entities may not lead to stability, let alone peaceful settlements, the deployment can delay or displace multilateral and Western interventions or assistance, facilitate rapport-building between Russia and foreign leaders, and facilitate profitable commercial contracts for natural resources and weapons.
Conclusion and Recommendations

T
o subvert the liberalized international order, Russia has sought allies and influence in Africa. On the continent, Russia has revived and deepened Soviet-era ties and pursued outreach to new part
ners by investing in high-level diplomatic and political rela
tions, and mobilizing the state-linked commercial agricul
ture, energy, and arms sectors to secure mutually beneficial trade deals. Moscow has courted African leaders through offers of support to counter foreign intervention and inter
ference, political consultancy, and bilateral military coopera
tion to meet their own development and security goals. This may, in part, explain some countries’ reluctance to support sanctions despite statements disavowing Russia’s violation of Ukraine’s territorial integrity. It simultaneously suggests an opportunity for other equipment-producing countries to com
pete for African business.

Following the UN vote to condemn the invasion of Ukraine, a number of African countries that had abstained subsequently issued statements calling for peace and their respective heads of state engaged in bilateral phone calls with Putin, urg
ing a diplomatic resolution to the conflict. Western initiatives to force African leaders to adopt a more aggressive stance risks alienating partners engaged in ongoing violent conflicts and dealing with food and economic crises. In April 2022, the US House of Representatives passed the Countering Malign Russian Influence in Africa Act, which proposed to monitor Russian activities across Africa, notably those linked with pri
cate military contractors, and would have allowed the US government to sanction PMCs and clients that facilitate its activities; it was referred to the Senate, but has not become law. The legislation was met with opposition from across the continent, including the sixteen-member countries of the South African Development Community (SADC), as well as vocal criticism from South African President Cyril Ramaphosa.

It remains to be seen how African states will respond to recently announced US Treasury sanctions on Wagner, its subsidiaries and representatives in Africa, and other comp
anies in Russia’s defense industrial base.46 Policy measures aimed at reducing the influence that Russian proxies exer
ce in Africa should indeed target PMCs that violate human rights and other laws and norms. But the United States and the international community alike must consider how to iden
ify and address the underlying drivers and demands for PMC services on the continent before resorting to punitive mea
sures against African states that employ them. Such actions, particularly in the absence of alternative solutions, could drive both potential and long-standing partners into Russia’s waiting arms.

Since the outbreak of war in Ukraine, Russia has increased engagement in locations where the United States has cut or reduced ties based on existing regulations, for example in coun
tries that were expelled from preferential trade agree
ments due to violations of human rights and/or the rule of
law.48 Where the United States and other countries have reduced security support bilaterally or through multilateral peacekeeping operations, such as in Mali, Russia has sent its proxies. Violent and ad hoc military law, and other restrictions on US foreign aid and security cooperation under Title 10 and Title 22 can trigger the suspension of critical assistance.49 While it may be tempting to seek exceptions to these safeguards to deter and deny Russia from building footholds and worsening regional security challenges, the United States should heed research that warns against priori
tizing competition at the expense of good governance, secu
rity force professionalism, and human rights.50

Threading this needle poses challenges. Investing in improv
ing the capacity of multilateral African standby forces, for example through the African Union (AU), the Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS), or SADC, can facilitate continued delivery of security support in at-risk regions where individual countries no longer qualify for bilateral assistance. These regional organizations also pro
vide oversight mechanisms to support good governance and security force professionalization within the region, and have authority to mediate ongoing conflicts and reduce risks of future ones. Other opportunities to leverage multilateral security support include re-engaging on AU-NATO cooper
ation through the liaison office in Addis Ababa, following a hiatus precipitated by the combination of COVID-19 and con
flicts in Ethiopia and Ukraine.51 Similarly, supporting the devel
opment of peacemaking operations and troops in and from Africa can bolster the effectiveness of national and regional forces to meet security crises on the continent.

Overcoming hurdles to bilateral security cooperation will require longer term, sustained engagement with Washington and African partners. The December 2022 United States
Africa Leaders Summit resulted in a US commitment of $55 billion for initiatives in Africa over the next three years, many of which address the root causes of violent conflict, such as democratic backsliding, climate change, and economic development. The United States should prioritize fulfill
ment of its commitments, and accelerate the funding and execution of identified initiatives such as support for demo
cratic elections, security force professionalism, and clean energy transition. Addressing these challenges through con
sistent, holistic collaboration should also reduce the risk of violations that result in Section 7008 and Leahy Law aid sus
pensions in the first place.

While there does not appear to have been a full drawdown in Russian PMCs in Africa, Russia’s shortage of manpower has led to predatory recruitment from home and abroad. In November 2022, The Daily Beast reported that the Wagner Group was recruiting Russian prisoners to fight, including a Zambian student who was subsequently killed in Ukraine.52 A separate Daily Beast report indicated that Russian proxies and security forces were pressuring African students in south
western Russia to join the army and/or Wagner.53 Several out
lets, including The Addis Standard, Voice of America, and Reuters, reported that Ethiopian leaders were pressuring Russian forces or PMCs to fight in Ukraine in April 2022, although both governments deny this. These practices are unlikely to engender goodwill between Moscow and African leaders more generally. In the meantime, Africans are paying attention to whether and how the rest of the world responds to the inequitable and predatory treatment of African stu
dents and refugees.54 The international community must investigate the need to reform policies and practices that contribute to instances of bias or abuse. As part of its reen
forcement on the continent, the United States should take advantage of its own appeal by expanding soft power initia
tives, particularly in sectors where Russia is ceding ground
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and/or demand on the continent is high, such as for higher education exchange and preferential trade.\(^5\)

Throughout the past year, Russia has maintained its diplomatic missions and activities, and continues to forge new security and commercial deals across the continent. Cheap hybrid operations, for example in disinformation, also continue apace. Russian troll farms in Africa now disseminate anti-NATO propaganda on Ukraine across social media to boost support for Russia among African publics.\(^6\) To counter Russian information operations in Africa, the United States should follow through with whole-of-government support to strengthen democracy, civil society, and independent media in African nations. This can include collaborating with US-based digital and social media companies to ensure that countering misinformation and deplatforming malicious actors in Africa remains a priority. The international community can work to amplify and protect the reporting of journalists, researchers, and human rights workers that expose Russian abuses and misinformation campaigns in Africa. While addressing influence and information operations is important, it is equally (if not more) important to address the underlying grievances that Russian propaganda exploits. This requires privileging African perspectives in policy development, and acknowledging and learning from the mistakes that the United States, France, and other foreign powers have made, including corporate and other private-sector actors.

Where US officials are already working closely with African nations and militaries, they are sometimes unable to adequately meet requests or needs due to bureaucratic obstacles.\(^7\) A key opportunity lies not in finding new modes of security cooperation but in improving existing programs and partnerships. The United States may benefit from aggregating research and reports on the limits of security assistance in Africa to distill actionable improvements and reforms for funding, structuring, and overseeing Title 10 and Title 22 programs. Finding means to provide more responsive, tailored security assistance on the continent can ensure that 1) available funding for security assistance in Africa is fully expended, and 2) US actors in Africa are empowered to collaborate on or provide solutions to pressing capability and supply gaps in addition to executing preplanned train and equip missions. The Department of Defense (DOD) and other agencies can leverage federally-funded research and development centers (FFRDCs) to conduct research and reviews, and should empower these organizations with the funding and access necessary to do so.

Framing security dynamics in Africa as a zero-sum competition among external powers deprioritizes the needs and capabilities of African states. Ironically, the shift in US security policy toward so-called great power competition led to the reallocation of funds away from counterterrorism and other security initiatives in Africa, despite increased threats from violent extremist organizations and climate change. Russia’s resurgence on the continent over the past decade has corresponded with this downturn in US diplomatic and security engagement. The competition paradigm also obscures shared security goals among African nations, the United States, and other allies, namely the improvement of human security and promotion of stable, democratic governance.

The United States should elevate the perspectives of African leaders, civil society, and stakeholders on security (and other) matters and focus on these shared objectives. High-level exchanges, including the recently convened Washington summit as well as forthcoming visits to the continent by the US president and the secretaries of the Departments of Defense, State, and Treasury, etc. are important to restore and improve communication and trust between US and African leaders and populations. On the global stage, the allotment of more permanent African seats on the UN Security Council, as well as admittance of the AU to the Group of Twenty would empower African nations to exercise authority and influence directly, rather than through great power intermediaries or patrons. These steps may also ensure more consistent and high-level attention to African relations and security crises in multilateral fora, notwithstanding conflicts or crises elsewhere in the world.
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